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Introduction
The topic for this discussion was stimul ated by an
essay written for an undergraduate course Problems in New
Zealand and Australian Prehistory.

In the essay chosen , I

used my own data from four intensive site surveys undertaken
on the Kaiaua coast and the Karikari Peninsula (Phillips and
Millynn 1976, Phillips and Norton 1977 , Phillips 1978 , Phillips
and Foley 1979) , see Figure 1.

The idea was to use the format

suggested by Groube (1964), and Law and Green (1972) for analysing
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the internal features of a paa site; and to combine these with
regional site distribution studies such as those conducted by Hodder
and Orton (1976) .
Somewhat to my surprise, I found that this was not possible
for several reasons,including: inadequate recording , site damage,
lack of records beyond the survey boundaries, and the problems of
establishing site contemporaneity. Whi l e most of these are unavoidable,
the first mentioned impediment was certainly not.

Specific faults

which l ed to inadequate recording in this instance were: omissions of
locating the site boundaries; extent of terracing; steepness within
and outside the paa boundaries; type of fortification, and extent of
level interior .

In Fig. 2 , two such sites are illustrated.

In paa

N48/60 the extent of the site on the northern ridge is unknown
(though it may have been obliterated by bulldozing) , also the extent
of some of the terraces under bush is not recorded .

Likewise in paa

N48/165 the extent of the site to the north- west is undefined.

These

omissions generally occurred on sites that were poorly preserved ,
damaged at specific points , or covered in thick vegetation.

While this

explains why the features were not recorded , it makes difficult
(if not impossible) the subsequent quantification, comparison and
hopefully explanation of the sites.

It can also be noted that of 18

paa recorded in these four surveys , only 10 were thought to be compl ete
enough to include in the essay , of these only 6 could be regarded as
being reasonably well preserved and none came anywhere near the" . ..
usually clear features preserved on ... " Taniwha Paa (Law and Green
1972:255), see Fig . 3 .
The History of Paa Recording
The standard of paa surveying since 1958 when the NZAA site
recording sche me began has b een rather erratic .

Site record forms

range from " spotted from a passing car " (even , " spotted during a
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thurderstorm") to five page descripti ons wi th accompanying location
map , plane- tabl e survey p l an a nd sections .

Most early site record

forms v.ere on the l esser end of the scale ( t he e xception bei ng some
of those paa that were excavated); while the maj ority o f the site s that
have been recor ded du ring the recent boom of contract surveying have
been of a somewhat better standard.
accompanying sket c h es .

Most of the later records have

These sketches however , vary considerably in

quality and t h ere h as been little consistency i n what details of the
paa were to be inc l uded, despi te the presence of the Site Recordi ng
Handbook (Gol son and Gr een 1958 , and Dani e l s 1970 , 1979). Exa.J11pl es
are given of t wo paa s i tes recorded twi ce by differ ent survey i ng
methods , see Fi g . 4 and 5 .

Both sket ch maps (4A and SA) show gross

inconsistenci es i n form and detail wh en compared with t h e mo re pre cise
p l ans (4B and SB).
The earlier site recordings were done in a very haphazar d
manner and more recentl y the t r end has been towards whole areas being
intensively surveyed .

Again how accurate these surveys are depends

on many factors , includi ng the e xperi ence and bias of the surveyor ,
a nd the state of local vegetation ; this has been more full y disc ussed
in Furey (1981: 24- 30).

An exampl e of this occurred in 19 79 when t wo

survey a r eas overl apped by appr ox imatel y 1 sq mile (due to an
administrative err or ) , and both r ecor ders l ocated s i tes that the other
had missed (pers . comm . S . Best 1981 ) .
Paa Site Studies a nd Data Require d
The paa

site is one of the few cul tural uni ts in New Zealand

arc haeol ogy whi ch is a l so seen as a defi nabl e unit on the l andscape , and
can ther efor e be investi gated on these grounds .
There have been various people who have researched paa sites
(such as E. Best 1975 , S. Best 1980 , Fox 1976 , Golson 1957 , Groube
1964 , 1970 and Law and Green 1972) .

These all stress the need for
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certain detailed information about the paa themselves; the required
data is listed in Fig. 6.

Other studies have discussed paa in the

context of the physical environment and intersite relationships
(Buist 1964, Cassels 1972 and Gorbey 1970). The data required for
these are in Fig . 7 .

Usually the general environmental factors can

be gathered from other sources, but often more precise details are
not available .
Most of these studies focussed on certain aspects , such as
the type of topography on which the paa is located, the type of
defence and site complexity as a means of c lassification.

This

classification was then used to see if any patterns occurred , which
might indicate r egional variation preferred environment , presence
of war zones , type of warfare , population de nsity or historic
development.

These patterns might then hopefully be interpreted as

being due to behavioural attributes.

However, sorting out all the

different elements that determine when and where site placement occurs ,
and the size and shape of construction are many,

Groube discusses

some of these:
"Factors inherent in the circumstances of any crisis ,
such as labour available at the time , availability and
suitability of timber , or the known strength of the
enemy . . . "
(1964 : 154)
"Social factors such as the size, mobility , age,
distribution and leadership pattern ; economic factors
such as the wealth , resources and manpower available ,
military strategy, weapons and traditions . .. "
(1964: 149-150)
The Practicalities of Paa Recording
The requirements of the aforementioned studies , obviously

have to be balanced against what is practical in the field.
should be noted that most of the variables mentioned could be

It
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acconunodated by detailed drawings of the site itself , a sketch map
of the surrounding landscape and reasonably descriptive notes .
limiting factors are: time , money and personnel.

The

At present there

are at least three levels of mapwork undertaken by surveyors.

These

range from a rough sketch (Fig . 4A and SA), tape/pacing and compass
drawing (Fig. SB), to plane- table survey (Fig. 4B) .

A guide to the time

and number of people required for each recording method is shown in
Fig . 8 .

This table shows that survey time and preparation of finished

Site Record Forms increase with the level of recording.

Sketch maps

have been shown to be inadequate for any research work, and while
plane-table surveys would be preferable it can be seen that the most
efficient method of recording is a pacing/~ape and compass p lan .
Against these practicalities is the current system which
results ina mass of paper containing data that cannot be readily
compared, assessed or quantified; and which means that most researchers
wishing to use Site Record data have to visit the area of their interest
to resurvey, relocate and rerecord sites.

This is compounded by the

fact that sites are being rapidly destroyed , and even if not completely
obliterated , details are being irreparably damaged; which increases
the bias in the already biased sample that remains on the landscape.
Future Research Needs
The previous discussion considered whether the present site
surveys could fulfil l the needs of past research projects.

But what

about future investigations: what data will be needed for them?

I am

not psychic so I can't answer the question directly, but it is a subject
that should be considered.
Some workers think of a problem and then go all out t o solve
it , while others collect all data indiscriminately and hope that it
will speak to them.

In excavation the former might be more

realistic: in surveying it might be better to follow the latter maxim.
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"Although site recording may be carried out for differing
specific reasons , its scope should not become limited .
Fieldwork should be carefully designed to also include
broader research objectives. "
(Challis in Daniels 1979:14)
If this is complied with , all details that can be observed would be
noted and illustration would be of the highest standard.

Here we run

up against practicalities: while it might be desirable to plane- table
survey , test excavate and record in detail every paa site , it is
obviously not possible given the restrictions of time , money and
personnel .

Anyway al l this data might still not include that particular

information required by future investigato~s.
So what is feasible , given the present situation?

It should

be possible to illustrate each paa site sufficiently for the past
research projects outlined previously , and this may also suffice for
many future

investigations also .

But to achieve these aims there

must be: a consistency of recording; i l lustrations of a prescribed
detail and accuracy (to at least pacing and compass level); an
inclusion of all observable site idiosyncracies; and interpretation
made where field evidence is deficient.

This interpretation should

be made as a result of experience , discussion with the landowner, use
of aerial photographs and , not least , a consideration of the landscape
itself.

To avoid confusion , interpetation must be clearly stated as

such and the reasons for it given.
The latest Site Recording Handbook states the aims of the
Recording S~heme in a rather contradictory manner , though to be fair
to Daniels he does distinguish between recording of a high standard
and that which is merely adequate:
"Recording is an integral part of the process of archaeological
research . . . [it] cannot hope ... to record sites with such
accuracy and detail that further surface investigation
becomes unnecessary . .. "
(Daniels 1979 : 2)
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" .. . site records comprise an archaeological archive
for an area . They provide ... an i ndex for future
research ... , so that the knowledge of this is never
l ost , no matter what happens to the site . "
(Daniels 1979 : 3)

Summary
The development in paa surveying has beeen rather casual
and no strict guidelines have been adhered to regards quality.
This h as resulted in a body of data which past r esearch workers
have found difficult to use.

While there are certainly limitations

on how much can be recorded ; improvements could indeed be made.
Whatever data are collected doubtless they will not fulfill all the
requirements of all future workers , but in many cases they will
provide the only records that will remain as sites are rapidly being
destroyed .

It is thu s essential that a basic standard for recording

paa sites and conducting intensive site surveys be set up , in order
to achieve that accur acy , consistency and detail .

At all times the

recorder must be aware of the paa as a functional and cultural unit ,
not just as a few features scattered on the landscape, and if
necessary add interpretation in order to contribute to a better
understanding of the site.
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